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Abstract
We consider controlled ordinary differential equations and give new estimates for higher order Euler
schemes. Our proofs are inspired by recent work of A.M. Davie who considers first and second order
schemes. In order to implement the general case we make systematic use of geodesic approximations in
the free nilpotent group. Such Euler estimates have powerful applications. By a simple limit argument they
apply to rough path differential equations (RDEs) in the sense of T. Lyons and hence also to stochastic dif-
ferential equations driven by Brownian motion or other random rough paths with sufficient integrability. In
the context of the latter, we obtain strong remainder estimates in stochastic Taylor expansions a la Azencott,
Ben Arous, Castell and Platen. Although our findings appear novel even in the case of driving Brownian
motion our main insight is the genuine rough path nature of (quantitative) remainder estimates in stochastic
Taylor expansions. There are several other applications of which we discuss in detail Lq -convergence in
Lyons’ Universal Limit Theorem and moment control of RDE solutions.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
0. Introduction
We consider controlled differential equations of the form
dy = V1(y) dx1 + · · · + Vd(y) dxd (1)
on the time interval [0,1] with output signal y = y(t) ∈ Re , an input or driving signal
x = x(t) ∈ Rd and d vector fields V1, . . . , Vd on Re. From a variety of applications, ranging from
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P. Friz, N. Victoir / J. Differential Equations 244 (2008) 388–412 389geometry to quantitative finance, there is interest in taking x as the sample path of a stochastic
process such as Brownian motion. Due to the non-differentiability of typical sample paths, it is
not obvious how to give meaning to the now stochastic differential equation but we trust the
reader is familiar with Itô’s beautiful resolution to this problem.
With all its benefits, Itô’s theory lacks a certain type of robustness. If one replaces the driving
Brownian motion by a Markov process with uniformly elliptic generator in divergence form (such
processes behave remarkably like Brownian motion but are, in general, not semi-martingales)
Itô’s theory is not applicable.2 Similarly, if Brownian motion is replaced by, say, a fractional
Brownian motion with Hurst parameter arbitrarily close but not equal to H = 1/2 (recall that
H = 1/2 corresponds to Brownian motion), Itô’s theory has a complete breakdown. Many other
comments can be made: the tedium of null-set considerations in the construction of stochastic
flows; non-vanishing correction terms if one consider a sequence of approximations to Brownian
motion by smooth paths; the behavior under change of variables. At least the last two point
are resolved by working with stochastic differential equations in the Stratonovich sense and
many results are formulated more naturally in Stratonovich language. Again, we trust the reader
is familiar with the rudiments of the Stratonovich theory [28] which in fact can be developed
directly and without relying on Itô’s theory, [30].
A more dramatic insight comes from rough path theory, loosely speaking, a deterministic the-
ory of differential equations of type (1) driven by a suitably regular multi-dimensional path and
its area,3 called rough (path) differential equations (RDEs). In the context of Stratonovich SDEs,
it suffices to enhance Brownian motion with Lévy’s area process and check some almost-sure
regularity; then, solutions are constructed in a deterministic manner, path-by-path. Existence
and regularity of stochastic area processes associated to a stochastic process are now well es-
tablished: Brownian motion [11,29], fractional Brownian motion (fBM) and other Gaussian
processes [8], Markov processes with uniformly elliptic generator in divergence form [2,19].
Not only do all the robustness issues listed above evaporate, one can often extend classical theo-
rems for stochastic differential equations driven by Brownian motion to the setting of differential
equations driven by other the above-mentioned stochastic processes and their area. For instance,
the Freidlin–Wentzell theory of large deviations for diffusions has been extended to RDEs driven
by suitable Gaussian processes [15,26] and Markov processes [16]. A second major example is
the Stroock–Varadhan support theorem for diffusions which has found its strongest formulation
yet via rough paths [12] and has been extended to RDEs driven by fBM [10,14] and driven by
Markov processes with uniformly elliptic generator in divergence form [16,22].
We will see in this paper another classical result for stochastic differential equations which
benefits from being reviewed in the light of rough paths theory. Namely, we consider stochas-
tic Taylor expansion and remainder estimates for stochastic differential equations a la Azencott,
Ben Arous, Castell, Platen; see [1,6,7,27]. Some classic results are recovered, in fact strength-
ened, but as in the examples above, the major insight is that a classical result for an SDE driven
by Brownian motion is a genuine rough path (and hence robust) statement. In particular, one
can replace driving Brownian motion by suitable Gaussian processes such as fBM and Markov
processes with uniformly elliptic generator in divergence form.
This paper is organized as follows. Sections 1–3 contain recalls on basic Euler schemes, the
free nilpotent group and geometric rough paths; whenever appropriate detailed references are
2 More precisely, Itô calculus is not applicable without smoothness assumptions on the coefficients in the generator.
3
. . . and, if needed, higher iterated integrals . . .
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ordinary differential equations [9] by A.M. Davie. Although this is not subject of this paper,
we cannot resist to mention the following a priori interest in these estimates. Namely, as first
realized by Davie, they lead in a straight-forward way to existence and uniqueness of rough path
differential equations (RDEs), that is, of differential equations driven by suitably path + area.
The novel step-N Euler estimates we obtain in Section 4 allow to go the same route and show
existence and uniqueness for differential equations driven by an arbitrary geometric rough path,
that is, path + higher order areas up to level N . A short argument then leads to a full proof of
Lyons’ Universal Limit Theorem (ULT) which states that the map
(driving path + higher order areas) → RDE solution
is continuous in a certain Hölder metric reviewed in Section 3. In other words, one can develop
rough path theory in its full glory based on the present Euler estimates; this approach is imple-
mented in the forthcoming monograph [17]. In this paper, however, we shall assume the reader
has a basic understanding of rough path theory [19,21,23]. In Section 5 we remark that, by a
simple application of the ULT, the Euler estimates from Section 4 extend to RDE solutions.
Moreover, we have strong remainder estimates which remain valid in the context of RDEs. In
Section 6, we move on to consider RDEs driven by random rough paths. We are led to stochastic
Taylor expansion with strong remainder estimates; when specialized to Brownian motion, we
find an improved version of an estimate by Azencott [1], which has been a key ingredient to the
works of Ben Arous and Castell [6,7]. In Section 7 we note that our estimates are ample to ob-
tain “weak” remainder estimates for integrated expansions, similar to those obtained in [3] in the
special case of RDEs driven by fBM. Independent motivation comes from the question how to
find the generator of a Markov diffusion constructed as RDE solution jointly with its Markovian
signal; to be discussed in [16]. Finally, in Section 8 we show how the present results lead to mo-
ment control of random RDE solutions driven by random rough paths of sufficient integrability
and give a criteria for Lq -convergence in the ULT. The latter is satisfied, for instance, by piece-
wise linear approximation to Brownian motion and, more interestingly, to Markov processes with
uniformly elliptic generator in divergence form.
Notation 1. The dimensions of Rd,Re are fixed and will not appear explicitly when we write out
the dependence of constants. In general, constants that appear in lemmas, propositions, theorems,
etc. have an index that matches the number of the statement. In the proofs we indicate changing
constants by a running upper index.
1. Preliminaries: Euler scheme of order N
Define T (N) = ⊕Nk=0(Rd)⊗k , by convention (Rd)⊗0 ≡ R. Let x be an Rd -valued Lipschitz
path and define the kth iterated integrals of the path segment x|[s,t] as
gk,i1,...,ik :=
t∫ uk∫
· · ·
u2∫
dxi1u1 · · ·dxikuks s s
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(Rd)⊗0 ≡ R. We then define the (step-N ) signature of the path segment x|[s,t] as
xs,t ≡ SN(x)s,t ≡ 1 +
N∑
k=1
gk ∈ T (N)(Rd).
We say that a vector field is in Lipγ (Re) if it has γ 	 bounded derivatives and the γ 	th
derivative is Hölder continuous with exponent (γ − γ 	) ∈ (0,1]. For instance, Lip1 means
bounded and Lipschitz continuous.
Definition 2. Given vector fields V1, . . . , Vd ∈ Lip1(Re) and an Rd -valued Lipschitz path x on
[0,1], we let y = π(0, y0;x) denote the unique solution to the (control) ODE
dyt =
d∑
i=1
Vi(yt ) dx
i
t ≡ V (yt ) dxt , t ∈ [0,1],
started at y0.
The following lemma is left as a simple exercise.
Lemma 3. Assume that (Vi)1id ∈ Lip1(Re). Let x be an Rd -valued Lipschitz path on [0,1]
and let yt = π(0, y0;x)t . Then, for all 0 s  t  1,
|ys,t | C3
t∫
s
|dxr |
where C3 depends on (the Lipschitz norm of ) the vector fields V1, . . . , Vd .
Let us now define the Euler approximation of order N to a control ODE of the above type.
To this end, let H denote the identity function on Re and recall the identification of vector fields
with first order differential operators.
Definition 4. Given (Vi)1id ∈ LipN(Re), g ∈ T (N)(Rd) and y ∈ Re we call
I y,N,g := I [y,N,g] :=
N∑
k=1
∑
i1,...,ik∈{1,...,d}
Vi1 · · ·VikH(y)gk,i1,...,ik
the (increment of the) step-N Euler scheme.
This definition is explained by
Lemma 5. Assume that (Vi)1id ∈ LipN(Re). Let x be an Rd -valued Lipschitz path on [0,1]
and let yt = π(0, y0;x)t . Then, for all 0 s  t  1,
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=
∑
i1,...,iN∈{1,...,d}
∫
s<r1<···<rN<t
[
Vi1 · · ·ViNH(yr1)− Vi1 · · ·ViNH(ys)
]
dxi1r1 · · ·dxiNrN
and there exists a constant C5 depending on N and V1, . . . , Vd such that
∣∣ys,t − I ys ,N,xs,t ∣∣ C5
( t∫
s
|dxr |
)N+1
.
Proof. Let f be smooth and note that Vi ∈ LipN implies Vi1 · · ·Vikf is C1 for 1  k  N .
Iterated use of the fundamental theorem of calculus gives
f (yt ) = f (ys)+
N−1∑
k=1
∑
i1,...,ik∈{1,...,d}
∫
s<r1<···<rk<t
Vi1 · · ·Vikf (ys) dxi1r1 · · ·dxikrk
+
∑
i1,...,ik∈{1,...,d}
∫
s<r1<···<rN<t
Vi1 · · ·ViN f (yr1) dxi1r1 · · ·dxiNrN .
This first part is then proved by specializing to f = H . For the second statement, Lemma 3 gives
|ys,t |C15
t∫
s
|dxr |.
LipN -regularity of the vector fields implies that Vi1 · · ·ViNH(·) is Lipschitz and hence, for
r ∈ [s, t],
∣∣Vi1 · · ·ViNH(yr)− Vi1 · · ·ViNH(ys)∣∣ C25
t∫
s
|dxr |.
This leads to
∣∣∣∣
∫
s<r1<···<rN<t
[
Vi1 · · ·ViNH(yr1)− Vi1 · · ·ViNH(ys)
]
dxi1r1 · · ·dxiNrN
∣∣∣∣C35
( t∫
s
|dxr |
)N+1
and summing over the indices finishes the proof. 
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The set T N1 (R
d) ≡ {g ∈ T N(Rd): g0 = 1} is a group under truncated tensor multiplication: if
g = 1 + g1 + · · · + gN ≡ 1 + g˜ and similar for h then for k = 0, . . . ,N
(g ⊗ h)k =
k∑
i=0
gi ⊗ hk−i .
The neutral element is e = 1 = 1 + 0 + · · · + 0 and the inverse is given by the usual power series
calculus
(1 + g˜)−1 = 1 − g˜ + g˜⊗2 − · · · .
For every λ ∈ R, the dilation map δλ is defined componentwise by gk → λkgk , k = 0, . . . ,N ,
δλ :
(
gk
) → (λkgk), λ ∈ R.
Obviously, T N1 (R
d) is a Lie group. Its Lie algebra can be identified with
T N0
(
Rd
)≡ {g˜ ∈ T N (Rd): g˜0 = 0}, [g˜, h˜] = g˜ ⊗ h˜ − h˜ ⊗ g˜
and the exponential map with exp :T N0 (R
d) → T N1 (Rd), g˜ → 1 + g˜ + 12! g˜⊗2 + · · · .
We recall some well-known facts. See [4,14,21,25] for further references.
Proposition 6. (See Chen [21].) Let x : [0,1] → Rd be Lipschitz continuous with (step-N ) sig-
natures xs,t = SN(x)s,t . Then
SN(x)s,t ⊗ SN(x)t,u = SN(x)s,u. (2)
We define GN(Rd) ≡ exp(LN(Rd)) where
L = LN (Rd) = Rd ⊕ [Rd,Rd]⊕ [Rd, [Rd,Rd]]⊕ · · · ⊂ T N0 (Rd).
GN(Rd) is a Lie subgroup of T N1 (R
d) with respect to ⊗-multiplication and known as step-N
nilpotent free group over Rd .
Theorem 7. (See Chow [25].) For every g ∈ GN(Rd) there exists an Rd -valued Lipschitz path x
such that SN(x)0,1 = g. More precisely, G is the group generated by {exp(v): v ∈ Rd} so that
every g ∈ G is the signature of a (finite number of ) concatenation of straight path segments.
Theorem 8 (Geodesic Existence). (See [25].) For every g ∈ GN(Rd),
‖g‖ := inf
{ 1∫
|γ˙t |dt : γ : [0,1] → Rd Lipschitz continuous, γ (0) = 0, SN(γ )0,1 = g
}0
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‖g‖ =
1∫
0
∣∣γ˙ ∗t ∣∣dt and SN(γ ∗)0,1 = g.
Moreover, by simple reparametrization, we can state that for every s, t ∈ R with s < t then exists
a Lipschitz path xs,t : [s, t] → Rd with signature g and length ‖g‖:
SN
(
xs,t
)
s,t
= g and
t∫
s
∣∣dxs,t ∣∣ = ‖g‖.
Remark 9. GN(Rd) can be given a subriemannian structure so that the path t ∈ [0,1] →
SN(γ
∗)0,t is a subriemannian geodesic which connects the unit e with g ∈ GN(Rd), see [4,25].
Thus, strictly speaking, γ ∗ is not a geodesics but the projection of a geodesic.
The geodesic existence theorem has useful consequences. If g,h ∈ GN(Rd) then (i) ‖g‖ = 0
iff g = e, (ii) symmetry: ‖g‖ = ‖g−1‖, (iii) sub-additivity ‖g ⊗ h‖ ‖g‖ + ‖h‖ and (iv) homo-
geneity ‖δλg‖ = |λ|‖g‖ for all λ ∈ R, hold true. In particular, d(g,h) := ‖g−1 ⊗ h‖ defines a
left-invariant metric on GN(Rd), the Carnot–Carathéodory metric.
Theorem 10. (See [25].) (a) The topology induced by Carnot–Carathéodory metric coincides
with the manifold topology of GN(Rd) and the trace topology as a subset of T N1 (Rd).
(b) The map g → ‖g‖ is continuous in this topology.
(c) The space GN(Rd) with metric d is Polish.
Proposition 11. (See [18].) Let |||.|||i (i = 1,2) be continuous homogenous norms on GN(Rd),
that is, norms that satisfies properties (i) and (iv) and such that g → |||g|||i is continuous w.r.t. τ .
Then there exists a constant c ∈ [1,∞) such that |||.|||1 ∼ |||.|||2 by which we mean
1
c
|||.|||2  |||.|||1  c|||.|||2.
For instance,
|||g||| ≡ max
k=1,...,N
∣∣gk∣∣1/k
provides a useful example of a continuous homogenous norm on GN(Rd) other than ‖ · ‖.
3. Preliminaries III: Geometric (Hölder) rough paths
Here, and in the remainder of this paper, we work exclusively with Hölder modulus
ω(s, t) ≡ t − s.
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‖xs,t‖ Cω(s, t)1/p
for some constant C. This class is denoted by C1/p-Hölder([0,1],GN(Rd)). We can restrict at-
tention to paths with pinned starting point. The (homogenous) 1/p-Hölder “norm” (there is no
linear space here) on C1/p-Hölder([0,1],GN(Rd)) is defined by
‖x‖1/p-Hölder; [0,1] = ‖x‖1/p-Hölder = sup
0s<t1
‖xs,t‖
ω(s, t)1/p
and there is a 1/p-Hölder metric based on the CC-metric,
d1/p-Hölder; [0,1](x, x˜) = d1/p-Hölder(x, x˜) = sup
0s<t1
d(xs,t , x˜s,t )
ω(s, t)1/p
.
We also set
d∞;[0,1](x, x˜) = d∞(x, x˜) = sup
0s<t1
d(xs,t , x˜s,t ).
Theorem 12. (See[14].) (i) C1/p-Hölder([0,1],GN(Rd)) is a complete metric space under the
metric d1/p-Hölder.
(ii) Every 1/p-Hölder continuous path x ∈ C1/p-Hölder([0,1],GN(Rd)) can be approximated
by Lipschitz paths xn : [0,1] → Rd in the sense that
SN(xn) → x uniformly on [0,1]
and supn‖SN(xn)‖1/p-Hölder < ∞. In fact, we can find Lipschitz paths xn such that
sup
n
∥∥SN(xn)∥∥1/p-Hölder  3‖x‖1/p-Hölder.
(iii) Assume p > 1. Define C0,1/p-Hölder([0,1],GN(Rd)) as the closure of lifted Lipschitz
paths SN(x) under the metric d1/p-Hölder. For x ∈ C1/p-Hölder([0,1],GN(Rd)) we have
x ∈ C0,1/p-Hölder([0,1],GN (Rd)) iff r(δ;x) ≡ sup
0s<t1
t−sδ
‖xs,t‖
ω(s, t)1/p
→ 0 as δ → 0.
In particular, C0,1/p-Hölder([0,1],GN(Rd))  C1/p-Hölder([0,1],GN(Rd)).
One can see that C0,1/p-Hölder([0,1],GN(Rd)) is Polish whereas C1/p-Hölder([0,1],GN(Rd))
lacks separability. Recall that [p] denotes the integer part of some (positive) real number p.
Definition 13. (See [14,21].) A path in C1/p-Hölder([0,1],G[p](Rd)) is called a weak geomet-
ric p-rough path (with Hölder-control ω). A path in C0,1/p-Hölder([0,1],G[p](Rd)) is called a
geometric p-rough path (with Hölder-control ω).
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exists a unique lift of x to a GN(Rd)-valued 1/p-Hölder continuous path w.r.t. Carnot–
Carathéodory metric on GN(Rd), denoted by SN(x) : [0,1] → GN(Rd). Moreover, there exists
a const C14 = C(p,N) such that∥∥SN(x)∥∥1/p-Hölder; [0,1]  C14‖x‖1/p-Hölder; [0,1].
4. Generalized Davie estimates
In this section we show that the step-N Euler approximation is a good approximation to ODE
solutions in small time, even if we control only the homogenous 1/p-Hölder norm of SN(x). In
the case of N = 1,2 this result is due to A.M. Davie [9]. The existence of geodesics associated
to the Carnot–Carathéodory metric is our main tool to generalize his results to the step-N case.
Recall that a control ODE driven by LipN vector fields has the step-N Euler approximation
π(s, ys;x)s,t ≈ I
[
ys,N,SN(x)s,t
]
.
The geodesic existence theorem, applied to g = SN(x)s,t , yields the shortest path in Rd whose
iterated integrals mimick the first N iterated integrals of the path segment x|[s,t]. We called this
path xs,t = (xs,tu )u∈[s,t]. By construction, its step-N Euler approximation over [s, t] is exactly
equal to I ys ,N,SN (x)s,t and we are led to the equally good step-N geodesic approximation
π(s, ys;x)s,t ≈ π
(
s, ys;xs,t
)
s,t
.
This step-N approximation is sometimes easier to handle. It also respect the geometry given by
the vector fields. Below, we shall use both. As last preparation for the main result of this section,
we need to understand the regularity y → I [y,N,g].
Lemma 15. Assume that (Vi)1id ∈ LipN(Re). For an element g ∈ GN(Rd),
∣∣I y,N,g − I y˜,N,g∣∣ C15|y − y˜|(‖g‖ + ‖g‖N )
where C15 depends on N and the LipN norm of the vector fields.
Proof. By definition of the Euler approximation I y,N,g
I y,N,g − I y˜,N,g =
N∑
k=1
∑
i1,...,ik∈{1,...,d}
[
Vi1 · · ·VikH(y)− Vi1 · · ·VikH(y˜)
]
gk,i1,...,ik .
Since y → Vi1 · · ·VikH(y) is Lipschitz,
∣∣I y,N,g − I y˜,N,g∣∣C115 N∑ ∑ |y − y˜|∣∣gk,i1,...,ik ∣∣.
k=1 i1,...,ik∈{1,...,d}
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∣∣I y,N,g − I y˜,N,g∣∣ C315|y − y˜|max{‖g‖N,‖g‖}. 
The next lemma is technical but very important. It quantifies the quality of step-N Euler and
geodesic approximations and gives ODE bounds which do not blow up with the Lipschitz norm
of the driving signal. Recall that ω(s, t) ≡ t − s although the proof can adapted to general super
additive control function [23].
Lemma 16 (Generalized Davie Lemma). Let p  1 and (Vi)1id ∈ LipN(Re) for some integer
N > p − 1. Assume that:
(i) x : [0,1] → Rd is a Lipschitz path with step-N lift x = SN(x) and ‖x‖1/p-Hölder M1.
(ii) y0 ∈ Re with |y0| M2. Then, there exists a positive constant C16 = C16(M1), also de-
pendent on p,N,M2 and the vector fields V1, . . . , Vd but not dependent on the Lipschitz norm
of x, such that for all 0 s  t  1
∣∣π(0, y0;x)s,t ∣∣<C16(M1)ω(s, t) 1p , (3)
and with θ = N+1
p
> 1,
∣∣π(0, y0;x)s,t − I ys ,N,xs,t ∣∣ C16(M1)ω(s, t)θ . (4)
Moreover, if we assume
(iii) xs,t : [s, t] → Rd are Lipschitz paths such that SN(xs,t )s,t = xs,t and such that
t∫
s
∣∣dxs,t ∣∣KM1ω(s, t)1/p (5)
for some positive real K then
∣∣π(0, y0;x)s,t − π(s, ys;xs,t)s,t ∣∣ C′16(M1)ω(s, t)θ , (6)
with C′16 = C′16(M1) also dependent on p,N,M2,K and the vector fields V1, . . . , Vd .
Remark 17. By hypothesis, ‖xs,t‖  M1ω(s, t)1/p and we can find a (projected) geodesic
γ ∗ : [s, t] → Rd with signature xs,t and length
∫ t
s
|dγ ∗| = ‖xs,t‖M1ω(s, t)1/p . In other words,
paths {xs,t } as postulated in (iii) always exist, even for K = 1. (By not fixing K we get a more
general approximation result and highlight what is needed in the proof.)
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that M1  1 (otherwise set M1 = 1).
Write yt = π(0, y0;x)t and Γs,t = ys,t − π(s, ys;xs,t )s,t . We first show (6) and divide the
argument in two steps.
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it is useful to define xs,t,u to be the concatenation of xs,t and xt,u. Observe that xs,t,u|[s,u] has
the step-N signature xs,t ⊗ xt,u = xs,u and
u∫
s
∣∣dxs,t,u∣∣= t∫
s
∣∣dxs,t ∣∣+ u∫
t
∣∣dxt,u∣∣ 2KM1ω(s,u)1/p. (7)
By uniqueness of ODE solutions,
π
(
s, ys;xs,t,u
)
r
=
{
π(s, ys;xs,t )r if r ∈ [s, t],
π(t,π(s, ys;xs,t )r ;xt,u)r if r ∈ [t, u].
We have
−Γs,u + Γs,t + Γt,u = π
(
s, ys;xs,u
)
s,u
− π(s, ys;xs,t)s,t − π(t, yt ;xt,u)t,u
= π(s, ys;xs,u)s,u − π(s, ys;xs,t,u)s,u
+ π(s, ys;xs,t,u)s,u − π(s, ys;xs,t)s,t − π(t, yt ;xt,u)t,u.
By definition of π(s, ys;xs,t,u),
π
(
s, ys;xs,t,u
)
s,u
− π(s, ys;xs,t)s,t = π(t, π(s, ys;xs,t)t ;xt,u)t,u,
hence,
−Γs,u + Γs,t + Γt,u = π
(
s, ys;xs,u
)
s,u
− π(s, ys;xs,t,u)s,u
+ π(t, π(s, ys;xs,t)t ;xt,u)t,u − π(t, yt ;xt,u)t,u.
In particular, from Lemma 5, we have
∣∣π(s, ys;xs,u)s,u − π(s, ys;xs,t,u)s,u∣∣

∣∣π(s, ys;xs,u)s,u − I ys ,N,xs,u ∣∣+ ∣∣π(s, ys;xs,t,u)s,u − I ys ,N,xs,u ∣∣
 2C116(M1)ω(s,u)
N+1
p = 2C116(M1)ω(s,u)θ
using (5) and (7). Then,
∣∣π(t, π(s, ys;xs,t)t ;xt,u)t,u − π(t, yt ;xt,u)t,u∣∣

∣∣π(t, π(s, ys;xs,t)t ;xt,u)t,u − Iπ(s,ys ;xs,t )t ,N,xt,u ∣∣+ ∣∣π(t, yt ;xt,u)t,u − I yt ,N,xt,u ∣∣
+ ∣∣Iπ(s,ys ;xs,t )t ,N,xt,u − I yt ,N,xt,u ∣∣.
Once again, by Lemma 5,
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 2C216(M1)ω(t, u)
N+1
p  2C216(M1)ω(s,u)θ .
Finally, by Lemma 15,
∣∣Iπ(s,ys ;xs,t )t ,N,xt,u − I yt ,N,xt,u ∣∣ C316|Γs,t |max(M1ω(t, u)1/p,MN1 ω(t, u)N/p)
 C316|Γs,t |MN1 max
(
ω(t, u)1/p,ω(t, u)N/p
)
 2C316(M1)|Γs,t |ω(t, u)1/p
using that ω(t, u) 1. Putting the pieces together, we have
|−Γs,u + Γs,t + Γt,u|
(
2C116(M1)+ 2C216(M1)
)
ω(s,u)θ + 2C316(M1)|Γs,t |ω(t, u)1/p.
It follows that
|Γs,u| |−Γs,u + Γs,t + Γt,u| + |Γs,t | + |Γt,u|
 |Γs,t |
(
1 +C416(M1)ω(t, u)1/p
)+ |Γt,u| +C416(M1)ω(s,u)θ . (8)
Second step. For 0 s < t < u 1 inequality (8) can be rewritten as
|Γs,u|
ω(s,u)θ
 ω(s, t)
θ
ω(s, u)θ
|Γs,t |
ω(s, t)θ
(
1 +C416(M1)ω(t, u)1/p
)
+ ω(t, u)
θ
ω(s,u)θ
|Γt,u|
ω(t, u)θ
+C416(M1).
Define for r ∈ (0,1],

(r) = sup
0s<t1
ω(s,t)r
|Γs,t |
ω(s, t)θ
.
Note that ρ(r) < ∞. Indeed, this follows from
|Γs,t | =
∣∣ys,t − π(s, ys;xs,t)s,t ∣∣

∣∣ys,t − I ys ,N,SN (x)s,t ∣∣+ ∣∣π(s, ys;xs,t)s,t − I ys ,N,SN (x)s,t ∣∣
 C516
( t∫
s
|dxr |
)N+1
+C516
( t∫
s
∣∣dxs,tr ∣∣
)N+1
 C516|x|N+1|t − s|N+1 +C516KM1ω(s, t)
N+1
p .Lip
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that, in fact, ρ(r) will not blow up with |x|Lip. Pick arbitrary points s < u such that ω(s,u) r ,
and set t = (s + u)/2 so that
ω(s, t) = ω(t, u) = 1
2
ω(s,u).
We obtain from inequality (8) that
|Γs,u|
ω(s,u)θ

(
1
2
)θ

(r/2)
(
1 +C416(M1)r1/p
)
+
(
1
2
)θ

(r/2)+C416(M1)
 21−θ
(r/2)
(
1 +C416(M1)r1/p
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡γ (r)
+C416(M1)
and taking the supremum over all s < u with ω(s,u) r gives

(r) 21−θ
(r/2)γ (r)+C416.
After n iterated uses of the inequality for ρ we find

(r)
(
21−θ
)n+1 n∏
k=0
γ
(
r
2k
)


(
r
2n+1
)
+C416(M1)
[
n∑
k=0
((
21−
N+1
p
)k k−1∏
j=0
γ
(
r
2j
))]
.
Let C516(r,M1) :=
∑∞
k=0((2
1−N+1
p )k
∏k−1
j=0 γ (
r
2j )). Note that
∏n
k=0 γ (r/2k) is increasing in n
and since γ (r)  eC416(M1)r1/p , the supremum over r of the infinite product
∏∞
k=0 γ (r/2k) is
finite, which implies that sup0r1 C516(r,M1) is also finite.
Hence,

(r)C516(M)
(
21−θ
)n+1


(
r
2n+1
)
+ C
4
16(M1)C
5
16(r,M1)
1 − 21−θ
and sending n → ∞ leaves us with (note θ > 1 here)

(r)
C416(M1)C
5
16(r,M1)
1 − 21−θ .
From the very definition of ρ with r = 1 we obtain
|Γs,t | C616(M1)ω(s, t)θ .
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∣∣π(s, ys;xs,t)s,t ∣∣C716
t∫
s
∣∣dxs,t ∣∣
C716KM1ω(s, t)1/p.
Then, for all s, t ∈ [0,1]
|ys,t |
∣∣ys,t − π(s, ys;xs,t)s,t ∣∣+ ∣∣π(s, ys;xs,t)s,t ∣∣
 C616(M1)ω(s, t)θ +C716KM1ω(s, t)1/p
 C616(M1)ω(s, t)1/p +C716KM1ω(s, t)1/p
≡ C816(M1)ω(s, t)1/p.
Although C816 manifestly depends on K , we may specialize the construction using geodesics
{xs,t } for which K = 1. With such paths, C816(M1) of course would not depend on K . In partic-
ular, the Hölder norm on y does not depend on K .
Fourth step. Finally, (4) is obtained from (6) via triangle inequality and Lemma 5, taking into
account (5). 
Corollary 18. There exists a constant C18, which may depend on p,N,M2 and the vector fields
V1, . . . , Vd so that for all M1  1
C16  C18 exp
(
12N2 ln(M1)2
)
.
This implies (the O-notation being understood as M1 → ∞)
lnC16(M1) = O
(
(lnM1)2
)
.
The same estimates hold for C′16, allowing for additional dependence on K .
Proof. Inspection of the first step in the proof of Davie’s lemma shows that
C116(M1),C
2
16(M1),C
3
16(M1),C
4
16(M1)C118MN+11 .
The only difficulty is to control
C516(1,M1) = 1 +
∞∑
k=1
((
21−
N+1
p
)k k−1∏
j=0
γ
(
1
2j
))

∞∑((
21−
N+1
p
)k k−1∏(1 +C118MN+11 2−jp)
)
.k=0 j=0
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fixed a ∈ (0,1),
Λ(k,b) = ak
k−1∏
j=0
(
1 + b2−pj ),
Γ (n, b) =
n∑
k=0
Λ(k,b).
We need to understand the dependence of limn→∞ Γ (n,b) on b. One could use a naive approach
(the one used in the previous proof) to get
Λ(k,b) ak
∞−1∏
j=0
(
1 + b2−pj )
 ak
∞−1∏
j=0
exp
(
b2−pj
)
 ak exp
(
b
1 − 2−p
)
, (9)
and hence,
lim
n→∞Γ (n,b)
1
1 − a exp
(
b
1 − 2−p
)
.
Unfortunately, the right-hand side in the last equation grows to fast in b for our purposes. To
obtain a better estimate, we first observe that
Λ(k,0) = ak and ∂
∂b
Λ(k, b) =
(
k−1∑
j=0
2−pj
1 + b2−pj
)
Λ(k,b).
Then we note that x → 2−px/(1 + b2−px) = b−1(1 − (1 + b2−px)−1) is decreasing in x so that
k−1∑
j=0
2−pj
1 + b2−pj 
1
1 + b +
∞∑
j=1
2−pj
1 + b2−pj
 1
1 + b +
∞∫
0
2−px dx
1 + b2−px
= 1
1 + b +
ln(1 + b)
b ln(2p)
 3 lnb
b
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f (b) := exp
(
3
2
(lnb)2
)
solves
∂
∂b
f (b) = 3 lnb
b
f (b)
and any other solution to this ODE must be a multiple of f . By ODE comparison we see that,
for b e,
Λ(k,b)
Λ(k, e)
 f (b)
f (e)
 e 32 (lnb)2 ,
which implies that, using (9)
Λ(k,b)Λ(k, e)e 32 (lnb)2
 ak exp
(
e
1 − 2−p
)
e
3
2 (lnb)
2
.
After summing over all non-negative integers k we see that
lim
n→∞Γ (n,b)
exp( e1−2−p )
1 − a e
3
2 (lnb)
2
.
Hence, we have proved that
C516(1,M1)
exp( e1−2−p )
1 − 21−N+1p
exp
(
3
2
ln
(
C118M
N+1
1
)2)
 C218 exp
(
3(N + 1)2 ln(M1)2
)
 C218 exp
(
6N2 ln(M1)2
)
.
This leads to
C16(M1) C318MN+11 exp
(
6N2 ln(M1)2
)
 C318 exp
(
12N2 ln(M1)2
)
for M1  3.
By increasing C318 if needed we can assume that this estimate holds for all M1  1. Clearly, the
same estimate holds for C′16(M1). 
5. Euler estimates for rough differential equations (RDEs)
We consider controlled differential equations in the sense of T. Lyons. The driving signal is
assumed to be a weak geometric p-rough path with Hölder control ω(s, t) = t − s. Recall that
this means x : [0,1] → G[p](Rd) is 1/p-Hölder continuous w.r.t. Carnot–Carathéodory metric
on G[p](Rd). Lyons’ theory [21–23] then implies existence and uniqueness of a solution to the
differential equations driven by x along vector fields V1, . . . , Vd ∈ Lipp+(Re) started at some
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instead of Rd , denoted by
π(0, y0,x) ≡ y,
with the same modulus of continuity as x. For our application it will be sufficient to consider the
pathlevel RDE solution (obtained by projection)
π(0, y0,x) ≡ y : [0,1] → Re.
Thus, y is an Re-valued 1/p-Hölder continuous path in the usual sense.
Theorem 19. Let p  1 and fix Lip[p]+1 vector fields V1, . . . , Vd on Re. Let x be a weak geomet-
ric p-rough path with ‖x‖p,ω M ∈ [1,∞). Then:
(a) There exist a unique pathlevel RDE solution π(0, y0,x) ≡ y and a constant C19 = C19(M),
also dependent on p,N,y0 and V1, . . . , Vd , such that
|y|1/p-Hölder; [0,1]  C19.
(b) Fix an integer N > p − 1 and now assume Lipmax(N,[p]+1)-regularity of the vector fields.
Then there exists a constant C′19 = C′19(M) with similar dependencies such that for all 0 s <
t  1,
∣∣ys,t − I [ys,N,SN(x)s,t ]∣∣C′19ω(s, t)θ with θ = N + 1p > 1.
Finally, keeping all parameters but M fixed,
lnC19, lnC′19 = O
(
(lnM)2
)
as M → ∞.
Proof. (a) Lip[p]+1-regularity is more than enough to ensure existence and uniqueness of RDE
solutions, see [21–23]. From Theorem 12 we can find Lipschitz paths xn such that
S[p]
(
xn
) → x
uniformly on [0,1], such that ∥∥S[p](xn)∥∥1/p-Hölder  3M ≡ M1.
The Universal Limit Theorem implies a fortiori that
π
(
0, y0;xn
)→ π(0, y0;x)
uniformly on [0,1]. On the other hand, Davie’s lemma implies that
sup
∣∣π(0, y0;xn)∣∣1/p-Hölder  C119 < ∞n
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and from Corollary 18,
lnC119 = O
(
(lnM1)2
)= O((lnM)2).
(b) We are now given N  [p] > p − 1; LipN -regularity of the vector fields will allow us to
consider the step-N Euler approximation. By Lemma 14, a weak geometric p-rough path x with
‖x‖1/p-Hölder M lifts uniquely to a path SN(x) ≡ x¯ : [0,1] → GN(Rd) such that
‖x¯‖1/p-Hölder  C219M
for some constant C219 = C219(p,N). As in part (a) we can find Lipschitz paths x¯n such that
SN
(
x¯n
) → x¯
uniformly on [0,1], such that
∥∥SN (x¯n)∥∥1/p-Hölder  3C219M ≡ M1.
Note that, by projection, S[p](x¯n) → x uniformly on [0,1] with uniform homogenous 1/p-
Hölder bounds. As before, the Universal Limit Theorem implies that
π
(
0, y0; x¯n
)→ π(0, y0;x) uniformly on [0,1]
while Davie’s lemma implies the existence of C319, de facto C16 = C16(M1) from Lemma 16,
such that, uniformly over n, and for all 0 s < t  1,
∣∣π(0, y0; x¯n)s,t − I [π(0, y0; x¯n)s ,N,SN (x¯n)s,t]∣∣ C319ω(s, t)θ
with θ = (N + 1)/p. By continuity of the map
(z,g) ∈ Re ×GN (Rd) → I [z,N,g] ∈ Re,
we can send n → ∞ to obtain
∣∣π(0, y0;x)s,t − I [π(0, y0;x)s,N, x¯s,t]∣∣ C319ω(s, t)θ .
Finally, as above,
lnC319 = O
(
(lnM1)2
)= O((lnM)2). 
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We now consider RDEs driven by a random geometric p-rough path x = x(ω) defined on
some complete probability space (Ω,F ,P). We shall assume that the r.v. ‖x‖1/p-Hölder; [0,1] has
Gauss tails since this is the case for all examples we have in mind: Enhanced Brownian motion B
(short: EBM), see [12,13], Enhanced Fractional Brownian motion BH (short EFBM) and other
Enhanced Gaussian processes [8,14] and Enhanced Markov processes with uniformly elliptic
generator in divergence form [16,19]. However, the proof of the following theorem will make
clear that the method works whenever the real-valued r.v. ‖x‖1/p-Hölder; [0,1] has some exponential
tail decay, i.e. if ∃α, θ > 0: E exp(α‖x‖θ1/p-Hölder; [0,1]) < ∞.
Theorem 20. Let p  1. Consider the random RDE solution π(0, y0,x) driven by the random
geometric p-rough path x (along fixed Lip[p]+1 vector fields V1, . . . , Vd ). If ‖x‖1/p-Hölder; [0,1]
has Gauss tails, i.e.
∃α > 0: E[exp(α‖x‖21/p-Hölder; [0,1])]< ∞,
then ∣∣π(0, y0,x)∣∣1/p-Hölder; [0,1] ∈ Lq(Ω) for all q ∈ [1,∞).
Moreover, now assuming V1, . . . , Vd ∈ Lipmax(N,[p]+1) for some integer N > p − 1, the remain-
der of the step-N Euler approximation is bounded in probability. More precisely, there is a
constant C20 dependent on α,p,N,y0 and V1, . . . , Vd such that for R  1 and all t ∈ (0,1],
P
(
sup
0st
∣∣π(0, y0,x)0,s − I [y0,N,SN(x)0,s]∣∣>Rt N+1p ) C20 exp(−e(lnR)1/2/C20).
In particular, the l.h.s. tends to zero uniformly over t ∈ (0,1] as R → ∞ and the convergence is
faster than any power of 1/R.
Proof. The Lq -integrability of |π(0, y0,x)|1/p-Hölder; [0,1] is a simple consequence of Theo-
rem 19, part (a), and we only have to discuss the remainder estimates. By assumption, M1 =
max{‖x‖1/p-Hölder; [0,1],1} has Gauss tails and E[exp(αM21 )] < ∞. From part (b) of Theorem 19,
sup
0st
∣∣π(0, y0,x)0,s − I [y0,N,SN(x)0,s]∣∣ C′19(M1)t(N+1)/p
where
C′19(M1) C120e(C
1
20 lnM1)
2
.
Therefore,
P
[
sup
0st
∣∣π(0, y0,x)0,s − I y0,N,SN (x)0,s ∣∣>Rt N+1p ]
 P
[
C120e
(C120 lnM1)
2
>R
]
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[
M > exp
(√ln(R/C120)
C120
)]
 E
[
exp
(
αM2
)]
exp
[
−α exp
(2√ln(R/C120)
C120
)]
 C220 exp
(−e(ln(R))1/2/C220)
where the last estimate is valid for every R  1 by choosing C220 sufficiently large. 
Remark 21. The same result holds if we replace I [y0,N,SN(x)0,s] by π(0, y0, x0,s )0,s , where
x0,s is a geodesic associated to the element SN(x)0,s of GN(Rd).
Remark 22. Even in the case of Enhanced Brownian motion, x = B, probability estimates of the
unrestricted event {
sup
0st
∣∣π(0, y0,x)0,s − I [y0,N,SN(x)0,s]∣∣>Rt N+1p }
valid for all (t,R) ∈ (0,1] × [1,∞) are novel compared to the results given in [1,6,7].
The perhaps strongest estimate that has been extracted from Azencott’s work in this context
(see [7, p. 235]) is the following: in our notation (recall that π(0, y0,B) solves a Stratonovich
stochastic differential equation): ∃a, c > 0: ∀R  0:
lim
t→0 P
(
sup
0st
∣∣π(0, y0,B)0,s − I y0,N,SN (B)0,s ∣∣>Rt N+12 ) ce−Rac . (10)
(Note that the exponent of t is (N + 1)/2 in contrast to (N + 1)/p in Theorem 20.) We now
show how (10) can be deduced from our general results.
Proposition 23. We keep all assumptions of the preceding theorem unless otherwise stated. The
RDE is now driven with Enhanced Brownian motion x = B. Then (10) holds with a = 2/(N + 1)
and c = C23 depending on N,y0 and V1, . . . , Vd ∈ LipN+1.
Proof. Choose p = p(N) s.t.
2 <p < 2
N + 2
N + 1  3.
Then there exists α = α(p) > 0 s.t. E[exp(αM2)] < ∞ where M = max{‖B‖1/p-Hölder; [0,1],1}.
We set B¯ ≡SN+1(B), well defined by Proposition 14. Then
∣∣π(0, y0,B)0,s − I y0,N,SN (B)0,s ∣∣ ∣∣π(0, y0,B)0,s − I y0,N+1,B¯0,s ∣∣
+ ∣∣I y0,N+1,B¯0,s − I y0,N,SN (B)0,s ∣∣.
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On the other hand
∣∣I y0,N+1,SN+1(B)0,s − I y0,N,SN (B)0,s ∣∣= ∣∣∣∣ ∑
i1,...,iN+1∈{1,...,d}
Vi1 · · ·ViN+1H(y0)B¯N+1;i1,...,iN+10,s
∣∣∣∣
 C223
∑
i1,...,iN+1∈{1,...,d}
∣∣B¯N+1;i1,...,iN+10,s ∣∣
 C323‖B¯0,s‖N+1.
Trivially, sup0st s(N+2)/p = t (N+2)/p and we are led to
P
(
sup
s∈[0,t]
∣∣π(0, y0,B)0,s − I y0,N,SN (B)0,s ∣∣Rt N+12 )
 P
(
t
N+2
p C123e
(C123 lnM)
2 +C323 sup
s∈[0,t]
‖B¯0,s‖N+1 Rt N+12
)
 (1)+ (2)
where with ν = (N + 2)/p − (N + 1)/2 > 0,
(1) = P
(
tνC123e
(C123 lnM)
2  R
2
)
and
(2) = P
(
C323
(
t−1/2 sup
s∈[0,t]
‖B¯0,s‖
)N+1
 R
2
)
.
Gauss tails of M are more than enough to assert that (1) tends to zero as t → 0. As for (2),
Brownian scaling shows that (2) is in fact independent of t and hence equal to
P
(
C323
(
sup
s∈[0,1]
‖B¯0,s‖
)N+1
 R
2
)
 P
(
C423M
N+1  R
2
)
since sups∈[0,1]‖B¯0,s‖  ‖B¯‖1/p-Hölder; [0,1]  C523‖B‖1/p-Hölder; [0,1]  C523M . Gauss tails of M
now easily imply the claimed tail decay. 
Remark 24. Estimate (10) remains valid when I [y0,N,SN(B)0,s] is replaced by π(0, y0;x0,s)
where x0,s is a geodesic associated to SN(B)0,s .
Remark 25. Note that a = 2/(N + 1) is what one expects from integrability of the (N + 1)th
multiple Wiener–Itô integral which dominates the remainder as t → 0. Theorem 20 gives an
estimate valid uniformly in t ∈ (0,1] which is about as good as one can hope in absence of
exponential decay.
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tion I [y0,N,SN(x)0,s] coincide precisely with the approximation of [1, Proposition 4.3] and
[7, p. 235]. When V0 = 0, the methodology and results of (p, q)-rough paths [20] could be used
to produce the same approximations as those in the above cited references. But if one accepts a
few additional terms in the step-N approximation, V0 = 0 can be simply dealt with via an RDE
driven by the canonically defined time–space rough path.
Remark 27. Proposition 23 is readily adapted to EFBM BH with H > 1/4 and gives
limt→0P
(
sup
0st
∣∣π(0, y0,BH )0,s − I y0,N,SN (BH )0,s ∣∣>RtH(N+1)) ce−Rac .
Remark 28. In comparison to the Taylor expansion of Azencott, the approximations by Ben
Arous and Castell respect the geometry of the problem and this is also the case for our geo-
desic approximations. In fact, it is noted in [5, Proposition 5.3] that a Ben Arous, Castell type
formulation follows readily from our results.
7. Stochastic Taylor formula
We now show how to strong remainder estimates of the last section imply weak remainder
estimates.
Theorem 29. Let all the assumptions of Theorem 20 hold. For f ∈ C∞b (Re) define the remainder
term RN(t) ≡ RN(t, f ) via
f
(
π(0, y0,x)t
) = f (y0)+ N∑
k=1
∑
i1,...,ik∈{1,...,d}
Vi1 · · ·Vikf (y0)xk,i1,...,ik0,t +RN(t, f ).
Then, for all q ∈ [1,∞), ∥∥RN(t, f )∥∥Lq(Ω) = O(t (N+1)/p) as t → 0.
Proof. Writing yt = π(0, y0,x)t ∈ Re and wt = f (yt ) ∈ R it is clear that zt := (yt ,wt ) ∈
Re+1 satisfies an RDE driven by x along vector fields Wi : (y,w) → (Vi(y), (Vif )(y))T ,
i = 1, . . . , d , started at z0 = (y0, f (y0)). When viewed as differential operators on smooth func-
tions y → g(y) ∈ Re, the vector fields Wi and Vi obviously coincide, i.e. Wig ≡ Vig, and so,
with H(y,w),H(y) denoting the identity functions on Re+1,Re respectively,
Wi1 · · ·WikH(y,w) =
(
Vi1 · · ·VikH(y)
Vi1 · · ·Vikf (y)
)
∈ Re ⊕ R.
The Euler approximation over [0, t] associated to z consists of terms Wi1 · · ·WikH contracted
against xk,i1,...,ik0,t and the resulting error estimate (obtained from applying Theorem 19 to the
RDE dz = W(z)dx) clearly controls RN(t, f ). This argument shows that there is no loss in
generality to take f as the identity map and it suffices to consider
RN(t) = π(0, y0,x)0,t − I [y0,N,x0,t ]
410 P. Friz, N. Victoir / J. Differential Equations 244 (2008) 388–412to which we can apply all estimates obtained earlier. In particular, Theorem 20 tells us that the
r.v. Z := RN(t)/t(N+1)/p has the tail behaviour
P[Z >R] C20 exp
(−e(lnR)1/2/C20)
which is more than enough to see that C129 := (E|Z|q)1/q < ∞ for any q ∈ [1,∞) and so∥∥RN(t)∥∥Lq(Ω) C129 × t (N+1)/p
as claimed. 
Remark 30. In the context of EBM, p may be replaced by 2 using scaling arguments as those
used in the last section. Similarly, for EFBM p may be replaced by 1/H and this way we recover
the main result (Theorem 9 to be precise) of [3].
Remark 31. An RDE solution jointly with a Markovian driving signal is Markovian [16] and the
above theorem shows that an expansion up to order N = 2 is enough to exhibit its generator. This
will not surprise anyone familiar with Itô’s calculus but, as discussed in the introduction, there
are examples of interest to which Itô’s theory of stochastic differential equations does not apply.
8. Lq -convergence in the Universal Limit Theorem
We now give a criterion for Lq -convergence in the Universal Limit Theorem.
Proposition 32. Let all the assumptions of Theorem 20 hold. Assume in addition that we have
sequence of random rough path (xn) and α > 0 with uniform Gauss tails in the sense that4
∃α > 0: sup
n
E
[
exp
(
α‖xn‖21/p-Hölder; [0,1]
)]
< ∞
and that d1/p-Hölder(xn,x) → 0 in probability. Then∣∣π(0, y0,xn)− π(0, y0,x)∣∣1/p-Hölder; [0,1] → 0 in Lq ∀q ∈ [1,∞).
Proof. By the Universal Limit Theorem,
Zn ≡
∣∣π(0, y0,xn)− π(0, y0,x)∣∣1/p-Hölder; [0,1] → 0 in probability.
For Lq -convergence it suffices to show that supn E(Z
q
n) < ∞ for all q ∈ [1,∞) (so that for
fixed q the family {Zqn} is bounded in L1+ and hence uniformly integrable). We fix q and note
that it is enough to show that
sup
n
E
(∣∣π(0, y0,xn)∣∣q)< ∞.
From Theorem 19, setting Mn = max{1,‖xn‖21/p-Hölder; [0,1]}
4 Similar to the remark in the beginning of Section 6, any uniform exponential decay will do.
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 C232eαM
2
n
where C132 = C132(q) and C232 = C232(C132, α). By the assumption of uniform Gauss tails of
‖xn‖21/p-Hölder; [0,1] (and hence of Mn) the proof is finished. 
Example 33. Let x = B be Enhanced Brownian motion over Rd with
‖x‖1/p-Hölder; [0,1] < ∞ where p ∈ (2,3).
Let (Dn) be a nested family of dissections of [0,1] with mesh |Dn| → 0. Using the fact that
the corresponding lifted piecewise linear approximations xn can be obtained by conditioning on
σ(Bt : t ∈ Dn), martingale arguments lead to convergence in Hölder distance a.s. (and hence
in probability) and to uniform Gauss tails of ‖xn‖21/p-Hölder; [0,1]. See [13, Proposition 26]. The
same argument works for other Enhanced Gaussian processes with approximations obtained by
conditioning, see [14] for the case of fractional Brownian motion with H > 1/3.
Example 34. Consider the Rd -valued Markov process with uniformly elliptic generator in diver-
gence of type
d∑
i,j=1
∂i
(
aij ∂j ·
)
where a is a measurable map from Rd into the space of symmetric matrices such that Λ−1I 
a  ΛI where Λ  1 and I is the identity matrix. Enhanced with the Lyons–Stoica stochastic
area [16,19,24] this gives rise to a geometric rough path. Let (Dn) be a (not necessarily) nested
family of dissections of [0,1] with mesh |Dn| → 0 and consider the associated piecewise linear
approximations. Uniform Gauss tails are shown in [16, Theorem 21], convergence in Hölder
distance in Lq (and hence in probability) is shown in [16, Theorem 27]. We thus arrived at a
“Hölder-Lq” Wong–Zakai theorem for RDEs driven by Markov processes with uniformly elliptic
generator in divergence form which strengthens results of [19], see also [2] for a related Wong–
Zakai theorem for certain Markovian rough paths.
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